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THE TRUE NAMIBIAN
A compilation of news selected for you by Team Namibia

TEAM NAMIBIA CALLS FOR A CONDUCIVE ENVIRONMENT
TO CREATE JOBS – HOPE FOR THE PEOPLE
A j ob is the most valuable commodity, as

In

every job that puts food on the table, is

important that Namibians procure from

an essential job.

local businesses.

In order for Namibian to survive in the

This includes the institutional buyers,

medium and long term, every effort is

especially

required to create jobs. As in many

legislation needs to be further supported

other countries, Namibia’s fiscal space

with

to

continue

supporting

the

private

the

coronavirus

pandemic outbreak finds Namibia in a
very

vulnerable

reserves,

position.

Namibia

difficult

to

impact

and

will

continue

Short

find

it

without

any

Government.

additional
in

it

regulations

order

is

Procurement

to

and

give

international

powerhouses.

either

done

be

preferences

of

local

or

set-

by

This

can

considering

asides

for

local

businesses.

very

cushioning

environment,

businesses a chance to compete against

is extremely limited. After a four-year
crisis,

current

incentives

sector long after the lock-down period
economic

the

the

Any procurement legislation also needs

drastic

to take cognisance of the impact of a

measures, Namibia could spiral into
abject poverty, bigger inequality with

weakening Namibia Dollar (and South

severe

African

social

consequences.

Unless

Rand)

and

the

continuous

drastic measures are taken immediately

exchange rate fluctuations, which makes

to secure the right regulatory and policy

effective and competitive bidding very

environment, the chances of growth and

difficult

an upswing of the economy are very

responsibility of covering the impact of

remote.

exchange rate fluctuations lie with the

It is now critical that we look at ways to
create jobs. We applaud Government’s
efforts to cushion the impact of Covid19

through

fiscal

and

monetary

measures, and also the support Namibia
is given by its global partners.
However, our economy has come to a
standstill and has been impacted not
only by our own measures to contain
the virus but also due to fact that we are
an

integral

community.

part
As

this

of

the

impact

global
of

this

corona virus is largely unpredictable,
these

measures

were

necessary

to

Team Namibia is all about
supporting local businesses to
gain greater local, regional and
international market share. The
current crisis highlights the
importance of reducing one’s
dependencies on international
supply and value chains.
We know that necessity is the
mother of invention and that in
every

threat

there

lies

an

opportunity. We now need the fullout

support

for

our

local

if

not

bidding

company.

relevant

in

impossible,

the

manufacturing

This

is

as

particular

construction

and

the

especially

sector,
in

the

information technology industry.

continue on page 2
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businesses so that they can deliver
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preparing for the aftermath of lock-

imported goods and services most
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it is now critical that the next step of

opportunity
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proactive measures includes that the

provided the right decisions are

private sectors is not only supported to
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maintain jobs, but especially to also
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achieve

that,
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create new jobs. This can be achieved
through a multi-pronged approach.
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CONTINUE FROM PAGE ONE

TEAM NAMIBIA CALLS FOR
CONDUCIVE ENVIRONMENT
Government has offered businesses extensive support
to improve the cash flow situation. This can be further
supported by a reduction of company tax as well as
personal income tax for a period long enough to
assess the impact of such fiscal measures that
provides businesses with more liquidity during the
economic recovery period.
Local production and manufacturing can also be
supported through concerted efforts such as securing
the right incentives for businesses. Efforts to repeal
the manufacturing incentives through amendment of
the income tax legislation must be put on hold
immediately until Namibia can report strong economic
recovery.

Simultaneously,

the

continuous

supply,

availability and costs of utilities needs to be reviewed.
This will help that related businesses are not further
restricted

in

an

already

extremely

threatening

environment.
As Namibia is still very much dependent on the import
of raw material and other inputs, efforts should also

Deputy Minister of Information and Communication Technology,

focus on how the cost of imported inputs can be

Emma Theofelus

reduced

so

as

to

ensure

that

manufacturing,

construction and other industries can increase

NAMIBIA LAUNCHED COVID-19

their competitiveness.

COMMUNICATION CENTRE

Most importantly, Government needs to focus on
creating environment that attracts investment. With

The professionally run and very informative COVID-19 Communication

the global spread of Covid-19, the competition to

Centre

attract

by the Ministry of Information and Communication Technology

provides a platform for all sectors to engage the public on key issues
affecting their respective sector in relation to the COIVD-19 guidelines.
The centre is interactive, with journalists given an opportunity to ask
questions during the daily live press conference as well as through a
dedicated email address.

investment,

has

grown

out

of

the support from global investors. To ensure that
Namibia ensures its survival, it is therefore very
important that the Namibian Investment Promotion
Act in its current format will be repealed and that the

The centre was jointly launched on 2 April 2020 by the minister of health
and social services, Dr Kalumbi Shangula and the minister of information,
communication technology, Dr. Peya Mushelenga. As Namibia moved into
stage 2 of the lock-down, the Namibian government remains to host two
daily press conferences.

foreign

proportion with many economies wanting to attract

The morning press briefing address issues of

non-health sectors while the afternoon briefing is dedicated to the health

NEEEF is put on hold until there are sure signs of
prolonged economic recovery. Continued public
dialogue would be critical and an approach that
would secure voluntary compliance with respective
standards. This can be achieved through incentives
for business owners, instead on focusing on penalties

sector response.

for non-compliance.

Namibia has mobilised leadership through the presidency to support the

As Namibians we can proudly say that joint efforts by

COVID-19

the private sector and the Government has led to

response

plan.

A

multi-sectoral

national

coordination

mechanism was established which at time was extended to include senior

ensure

leadership of all government ministries under the leadership of the

services.

secretary to cabinet.

ensured that our first response to the crisis was

The Namibian government has adapted the World

Health Organisation (WHO) 8 pillars for the management of the response.

ongoing
The

supply

strong

of

essential

collaborative

goods
efforts

and
have

efficiently executed. We now need to urgently focus
on

economic

recovery

and

creating

the

right

conditions to ensure that we can maintain, and
especially create new jobs.
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DIAMONDS ARE PEOPLE’S BEST FRIENDS
NAMDIA COMMITS N$2 MILLION TO THE FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19
With the purpose to support the nation’s fight against COVID19, NAMDIA,through The NAMDIA Foundation, has allocated N$
2 000 000.00 (2 million).
Thus far, the funds have been spent on the following;
. N$ 1 000 000.00 (1 million) to the government’s national
disaster fund
. N$ 200 000.00 to the Public Enterprises CEO’s Forum
. N$ 150 000.00 to the City of Windhoek
. N$ 50 000.00 fuel supply for ambulance services
. N$ 100 000.00 water provision to the vulnerable communities
. 500 sanitiser bottles to the Robert Mugabe Clinic
. Food parcels worth N$ 50 000.00 to be distributed to the
vulnerable communities.
The remaining funds will continue to be strategically assigned

Chief executive officer of Namib Desert Diamonds (NAMDIA),
Kennedy Hamutenya
Namib

Desert

Diamonds

(NAMDIA)

remains

stalwart

to more projects and initiatives as the battle against the virus
advances.

in

advocating nation-building and pledges to uphold its belief in

NAMDIA continues to stand together with the nation and vows

the collective power of solidarity. Since its inception, NAMDIA

to be a beacon of support during these testing times. NAMDIA

has prioritised its contribution to the country through various

values the solidarity and resilience of the nation and is

philanthropic and charity initiatives. NAMDIA is honored and

convinced that together Namibians shall overcome the COVID-

humbled in once again being able to support the nation,

19 pandemic and reverse the detrimental impact it has on the

particularly in challenging times such as these.

Namibian society.

DE BEERS GROUP CONTRIBUTES $2,500,000 ACROSS BOTSWANA
AND NAMIBIA TO SUPPORT COVID-19 RESPONSE
De Beers group today announced that it

Bruce Cleaver, chief executive officer of

crisis and we will stand with them as their

will

De

partners on the road to recovery and renewal.”

contribute

Botswana

and

$2,500,000
Namibia

to

across
aid

the

Beers

group

said:

“With

our

contribution of $2,500,000, De Beers is

response to the COVID-19 crisis.

supporting the unprecedented efforts

De Beers group is a 50/50 joint venture

leaders

of healthcare professionals, community

partner with both Botswana and Namibia
in the recovery and sorting of rough
diamonds.

Its

contribution

in

both

countries forms part of a larger effort
across De Beers group’s four producing
countries including Canada and South
Africa

to

support

communities
medical

in

governments

the

supplies,

procurement

logistical

and
of

support,

vulnerability assessment support plans,
food security for vulnerable households,

and

COVID-19

all

in

those

the

confronting

countries

and

communities in which we live and work.
We have refocused our business in our
host

communities

to

support

the

response to the pandemic and our
priorities

are

clear:

prepare

communities for the crisis, support the
emergency response and be a partner
in economic recovery".
“We have long-standing partnerships
with

the

people

of

Botswana

and

water supply to communities, community

Namibia spanning decades. The men

COVID-19 awareness and education, and

and women of De Beers are proud to

local clinical support.

stand with them now in this moment of

De

Beers

group

comprehensive

has

Community

designed
Response

a
Plan

(CRP) to provide the most effective and
relevant support to host communities. The
CRP has been developed through engagement
with community, traditional and faith leaders,
and government agencies to understand their
needs and ensure De Beers Group is providing
the right support at the right time, both during
the pandemic and into the vital economic
recovery phase.
De Beers group will continue to engage
regularly with government and community
leaders to aid their response to the crisis.
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IN THE NEWS
COVID-19 PROMOTES DIGITAL BANKING IN NAMIBIA
Although

digital

banking

was

introduced some time ago, the concept

branches which may expose them to risks

Covid-19, and Nedbank had also advised

of being infected with the virus.

clients

Covid-19, as self-isolation and social

Electronic and internet banking services

distancing

include payments to third parties, inter-

are

forcing

people

to

consider new ways of doing business.

a state of emergency after the first two
positive

cases

were

identified

in

Namibia.This has resulted in measures
that

are

dominated

hygiene,

restricted

by

exercising

movement

and

maintaining safe social distances.

Namibian newspaper that money and
are

“high-touch

transfers,

purchasing

of

inquiries, and viewing statements.

items”

(and

money, especially, does bring with it

use

its

various

digital

There is also customer contact centres
that can answer people's queries, and
help them with their banking or help sign
up for new products and services. These
platforms allow clients the convenience
their

mobile

phones,

visits to the bank.
Elzita Beukes of FNB Namibia said digital
transactions should be considered for
health reasons and also for the cost-

of transacting anywhere, anytime from

Mario Poolman of Nedbank told The
ATMs

account

electricity and cellular airtime, balance

President Hage Geingob had declared

to

platforms as an alternative to actual

is getting a boost with the onset of

tablets

or

computers.

saving

this

delivers

for

customers.

Beukes said, in light of social distancing,
health and safety of customers and staff
is a priority.
Bank Windhoek's Jacquiline Pack said
the government's action to implement
social distancing during this time is
commendable, and adopting the use of

“We hope that as a bank, our digital
channels will be a viable alternative

some hygienic considerations). “The

during

less cash one uses the safer you will

directives to limit our movements and

be,” he said.

minimise

this

time

as

we

non-essential

adhere

digital banking channels is an additional
measure to limit exposure to the virus.

to

gatherings,”

(Source:
https://www.namibian.com.na/89514/rea

Hamata said.

d/Covid-19-promotes-digital-banking-in

Isack Hamata of Standard Bank Namibia
told The Namibian newspaper that to

Poolman added that social distancing has

Namibiafbclid=IwAR1vUqF_itK1V_g5gBn

protect

been proven to be one of the more

2PyXlYNpFSVqRAMp5vzK6J7p4nkwQny

effective ways to contain the spread of

BF8t5o2PU)

its

clients,

the

bank

had

advised clients to make use of digital
channels to minimise visits to the

B2GOLD ANNOUNCES FINANCIAL SUPPORTS TO ASSIST THOSE
IMPACTED BY COVID-19
B2Gold is pleased to announce that the

Mr. Johnson continued by stating that

communities around the mine site and

company is providing financial support

B2Gold is helping to ensure food security

the local and regional governments to

to community organisations that are on

and is providing support for medical

assist

the

equipment and health services to local

medical requirements in line with the

impacted by COVID-19. B2Gold has

communities

government's COVID-19 response plan.

made critical financial contributions to

operations.

frontlines

in

assisting

people

around

their

mining

outbreak of COVID-19.

basic

000

national authorities in the countries in

towards

the

with

a

COVID-19
focus

on

response
hygiene,

sanitation and food security within urban

executive officer of B2Gold stated, "As

townships.

a

committed

based

and

local

Clive Johnson, president and chief
company

food

B2Gold Namibia has committed US$321,
efforts,

Canadian

with

B2Gold continues to work closely with

assist communities and governments in
addressing the risks related to the

families

In

Mali,

B2Gold

has

towards

the

US$500,000

in Vancouver, we believe it is essential

government's COVID-19 response plan,

to support those in our community

which includes funds for much needed

most vulnerable to the impacts of the

medical

COVID-19 pandemic".

B2Gold is working with the local

supplies.

In

the

Philippines,

which

communities
it

and

operates

to

local

and

implement

enhanced and comprehensive COVID-19
response measures. The company is
closely monitoring activities at each of
its sites, ensuring the safe operation of
its mines, as well as the safety of its
personnel

and

those

living

in

the

surrounding communities.
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COVID 19 IN AFRICA: CENTRAL BANKS
CUSHIONING ECONOMY FROM VIRUS IMPACT
The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) is creating

suspending exports to try and maintain

chaos

domestic food supplies and stopping

all

over

the

globe,

taking

lives,

unevenly infecting a large number of people

travel.

March. Mauritius and Namibia reduced

NETWORKING
their benchmark rates to EVENTS
record lows,

over space and time, and also affecting
markets

performance.

Despite

Egypt’s central bank slashed rates by 300

basis points NAMIBIA
at an emergency meeting
in
TEAM
RETAIL

these

In cushioning the virus impact on the

with South Africa’s biggest cut in more

scenarios, African nations are keeping up the

economy, various central banks have

than a decade giving its northwestern

fight in curbing the virus impacts.

employed

neighbour room to ease.

measures

to

derail

the

pandemic burden.
The continent’s central banks are trying to

However, in countries such as South

cushion their respective nation’s economies

According to the Bloomberg, Nigeria

Africa, the burden of support has fallen

against

devalued

on

the

impact

of

the

COVID-19

pandemic.

crashed,

the

naira

bringing

as

the

the

oil

price

exchange

the

central

bank

because

the

rate

government lacks the fiscal space and

closer to the black-market value, while

resources to provide stimulus. It is clear

As many central banks in the region of more

Zimbabwe restored its currency’s peg to

that, despite their efforts, African central

than 1.2 billion target inflation and have to

the greenback as the local unit crashed

banks alone won’t be able to stimulate

prop up volatile currencies, they have also

and foreign exchange became scarce.

the

used non-traditional policy tools, to cut

regional

economy

out

of

a

coronavirus crisis.

interest rates to salvage economic growth

At least 10 central banks, including in

and encourage more lending to consumers

Botswana,

and

It could take African economies up to

and businesses.

Malawi, have announced lower reserve or

three years to recover from the slowdown

liquidity

commercial

and the continent needs the emergency

The pandemic which has infected more than

lenders to encourage more lending. The

stimulus of $100 billion, including debt-

1 million people and killed over 69,000

South African reserve bank said it would

servicing

people worldwide is hurting fragile African

start

region’s finance ministers. It is with no

economies so bad.

market to boost liquidity.

As applied in other continents, some African

Ghana will amend its central bank laws to

African Union study also projected that

nations have applied lock downs, which have

allow the government to borrow up to 10

nearly 20 million jobs in the formal and

brought economic activity to a halt in many

per

informal sectors are threatened if the

African countries, leaving deserted streets of

revenue from the Bank of Ghana —

pandemic

the commercial hubs of Lagos in Nigeria and

double the current rate.

continent.

South

Africa,

requirements

buying

debt

in

for

the

Kenya

secondary

waivers,

according

to

the

doubt that Africa is carrying a heavy
burden triggered by the virus, as the

Johannesburg in South Africa, while

cent

of

the

previous

year’s

tax

keeps

unfolding

in

the

source:
https://theexchange.africa/business/covid
-19-in-africa-central-banks-cushioningeconomy-from-virus-impact/
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CRAN SETS RECORD STRAIGHT ON
MISCONCEPTIONS PERTAINING TO 5G IN
TEAM NAMIBIA RETAIL

NAMIBIA

NETWORKING
EVENTS
bodies, including health organisations

The Communications Regulatory Authority of

Although the 3500 MHz spectrum band is

Namibia (CRAN) is mandated to regulate

allocated for IMT, it is not yet been

which

telecommunications services and networks,

utilised

implementation of new technologies.

broadcasting services, postal services and

Limited is still using this band for fixed

the use and allocation of radio spectrum.

services (Wimax) and MTN is using this

The WRC-19 resolved to allocate some

band for TDD-LTE (4G).

frequency bands for the utilisation of 5G

“CRAN

has

noted

with

concern

for

5G

as

Telecom

Namibia

the

are

concerned

with

the

and member countries, including Namibia

circulation of the baseless and unfounded

Traut states that “to date, CRAN is not

must review their frequency band plans

misconceptions on social media linking the

aware of any proven correlation between

to assign these frequencies on a national

spread of Coronavirus (COVID-19) to the

5G and the COVID-19 pandemic. As an

level. As with all other technologies, the

deployment of Fifth Generation (5G). The

independent and responsible regulator,

future

information further alleges that 5G towers

the nature and operations of CRAN will at

considered with stringent adherence to

have been erected in Namibia. In light of the

all times be aimed at ensuring the public

international standards and regulations

above, CRAN deemed it necessary to set the

health and safety of all consumers of ICT

to find a balance between the roll-out of

record straight on this matter” said Jochen

products and services”.

new

Traut, acting chief executive officer, CRAN.
has

to

date,

not

awarded

any

and

of

reliable

5G

will

be

communications

services, public health and the protection
Traut

“CRAN

deployment

added

“the

Telecommunications

International

Union

(ITU),

of the environment.

(of

Spectrum Licences for the deployment of 5G

which Namibia is a member), discussed

The

to any of the four (4) operators providing

during

framework

mobile services (IMT) in Namibia and there

(WRC-19) held in November 2019, the

deployment of 5G. The only change

are consequently no 5G sites in Namibia”

allocation of radio spectrum for 5G”. The

required is for spectrum bands allocated

said Traut.

The four (4) operators licensed

discussions were based on intensive

for

to provide mobile services are Telecom

technical studies conducted by the ITU

incorporated

Namibia

Mobile

and looked at various aspects including

band plan. Upon finalisation of the review

Telecommunications Limited, MTN Business

power limits, emission standards and

of the band plan, new spectrum licenses

Solutions

and

other considerations. The discussions

will be issued for the provision of 5G

Paratus Telecommunications (Pty) Ltd and

were further based on factual information

services in Namibia and consumers will

are currently only providing 2G, 3G and 4G.

and studies conducted by international

be informed accordingly.

Limited,
Namibia

(Pty)

Ltd

(MTN)

the

World

Radio

Conference

Namibian

5G

is

at

policy
thus

the
in

and

regulatory

prepared

ITU

for

WRC-19

Namibia’s
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
TRADE SET TO PLUNGE AS COVID-19

WORLD BANK GROUP LAUNCHES FIRST

COVID-19 (CORONAVIRUS) DRIVES

PANDEMIC UPENDS GLOBAL ECONOMY

OPERATIONS FOR COVID-19

SUB-SAHARAN

(CORONAVIRUS) EMERGENCY HEALTH

FIRST RECESSION IN 25 YEARS

According to the World Trade Organisation,

SUPPORT, STRENGTHENING DEVELOPING

world trade is expected to fall by between

COUNTRY RESPONSES

significantly impacted by the ongoing

pandemic disrupts normal economic activity

The

and life around the world.

directors

World

Bank’s

had

board

approved

emergency

support

Estimates of the expected recovery in 2021

developing

countries

are

using

uncertain,

with

outcomes

depending largely on the duration of the

a

dedicated,

of

a

executive

first

set

operations
around

the

fast-track

of
for

world,

facility

for

COVID-19 (coronavirus) response.
The first group of projects, amounting to $1.9
billion,

is to assist 25 countries, and new

"This crisis is first and foremost a health

operations are moving forward in over 40

crisis which has forced governments to take

countries using the fast-track process. In

unprecedented measures to protect people’s

addition,

lives," World Trade Organisation Director-

worldwide to redeploy resources in existing

General Roberto Azevêdo said.

World Bank financed projects worth up to

Nearly all regions will suffer

double-digit

declines in trade volumes in 2020, with
exports from North America and

the

World

Bank

coronavirus outbreak and is forecast to
fall sharply from 2.4% in 2019 to -2.1 to
-5.1% in 2020, the first recession in the
region

over

the

past

25

years,

according to the latest Africa’s Pulse,
the World Bank’s twice-yearly economic
update for the region.

outbreak and the effectiveness of the policy
responses.

TOWARD

Growth in Sub-Saharan Africa has been

13% and 32% in 2020 as the COVID 19

equally

AFRICA

is

working

“The COVID-19 pandemic is testing the
limits of societies and economies across
the world, and African countries are
likely to be hit particularly hard,” said
Hafez

Ghanem,

World

Bank

vice

president for Africa.

$1.7 billion, including through restructuring

“We are rallying all possible resources

and the use of emergency components of

to

existing projects.

immediate health and survival needs

Asia hit

help

countries

meet

people’s

while also safeguarding livelihoods and

The World Bank group is prepared to deploy

jobs in the longer term – including

up to $160 billion over the next 15 months to

calling

support COVID-19 measures that will help

bilateral debt service payments which

countries

health

would free up funds for strengthening

consequences of the pandemic and bolster

health systems to deal with COVID 19

economic recovery. The broader economic

and save lives, social safety nets to save

The African Development Bank has raised an

program will aim to shorten the time to

livelihoods and help workers who lose

exceptional $3 billion in a three-year bond to

recovery,

help

support small and medium enterprises, and

hardest.

AFRICAN

DEVELOPMENT

LAUNCHES
BILLION

RECORD

“FIGHT

BANK

BREAKING

COVID-19”

$3

SOCIAL

BOND

alleviate

the

economic

and

social

impact the Covid-19 pandemic will have on

respond

create

to

immediate

conditions

for

growth,

help protect the poor and vulnerable.

livelihoods and Africa’s economies.

“The World Bank group is taking broad, fast
The Fight Covid-19 Social Bond, with a

action to reduce the spread of COVID-19 and

three-year maturity, garnered interest from

we already have health response operations

central banks and official institutions, bank

moving forward in over 65 countries,” said

treasuries, and asset managers including

World Bank group President David Malpass.

socially

responsible

investors,

with

bids

for

a

standstill

on

official

jobs, support to small and medium
enterprises, and food security.”
The

Pulse

authors

recommend

that

African policymakers focus on saving
lives

and

focusing

protecting
on

livelihoods

strengthening

by

health

systems and taking quick actions to
minimize disruptions in food supply
chains.

exceeding $4.6 billion. This is the largest
dollar

denominated

social

bond

ever

launched in international capital markets to
date, and the largest US dollar benchmark
ever issued by the bank. It will pay an
interest rate of 0.75%.
“These are critical times for Africa as it
addresses the challenges resulting from the
Coronavirus. The African Development Bank
is taking bold measures to support African
countries. We are here for Africa, and we will
provide

significant

countries,”

said

Dr.

rapid

support

Akinwumi

for

Adesina,

President of the African Development Bank
group.
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TEAM NAMIBIA MEMBERS NEWS
FIRSTRAND PROVIDES TIPPY TAPS FOR INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS
Activities on the ground were initiated
and

teams

of

DWN

staff

and

local

volunteers already set up more than 500
tippy taps within a few days.
Four teams with 60 volunteers set up
between 300-400 tippy taps per day
across

the

Windhoek.

informal
As

settlements

teams

became

of

more

practiced, the rate increased to 130 units
per team per day.
Dempsey extended his heartfelt gratitude
towards all other partners as well as the
many volunteers who have been hard at

Volunteeres ready to serve the informal settlement households
RMB

Namibia,

through

the

FirstRand

Namibia Foundation Trust, has donated
N$500

000

to

assist

a

COVID-19

emergency response programme directly
targeting

the

informal

settlements

in

Windhoek.
Conrad Dempsey, chief executive officer
of

RMB

Windhoek’s

Namibia

explained

that

informal

settlements

with

more than 180,000 residents are likely to
be the first and hardest hit by COVID-19
over the coming weeks in terms of health,
as well as economically as the crisis
unfolds.

work installing the tippy taps. “From

The programme supported by RMB is
implemented
organisation

by

the

not-for-profit

Development

Workshop

Namibia (DWN) in collaboration with the
Namibian Chamber of Environment.
"Together we aim to assist in setting up
more than 10 000 hand washing units,
known as tippy taps thereby reaching
approximately 40 000 families. There is a
real chance to reach out to the majority of
informal

settlement

examples across the world we know that
it

is

important

to

react

early

and

decisively. We hope that the support from
RMB will contribute towards reducing the
impact that COVID-19 will have on the
most vulnerable segments of Namibia’s
population,” concluded Dempsey.
Pamphlets on COVID-19 and how to
construct the tippy taps are also being
distributed in the informal settlements.

households

(approximately 65,000) within a short
period of time”, Dempsey said.

BANK WINDHOEK ASSISTANCE TOWARDS COVID-19
For

Bank

Windhoek,

corporate

social

responsibility extends well beyond their

The interest will be paid monthly to a

Bank Windhoek has also committed an

client nominated bank account.

amount of N$258,000 to translate relevant

societal impact. It underpins their culture

information

about

COVID-19

to

all

and aligns with their purpose of being a

They

connector

of

positive

change.To

settlements in Windhoek as communities

services

neutralise

the

COVID-19

pandemic,

in urgent need of collective support.

campaign started on 10 April and will

There are approximately 300 000 citizens

continue for three months, or for as long as

that are in danger of being exposed

this information is required.

collective effort is required.

have

identified

the

informal

They recognise that senior citizens often

because of various factors such as poor

rely

vernaculars and to broadcast it on radio
of

the

NBC.

This

awareness

their

hygiene, inadequate water supply and

Bank Windhoek have engaged with the

investment and have decided to offer

lack of access to relevant information

ministry of health and social services to

them preferential interest rates on fixed

regarding

vernacular

assist in the purchasing of chemical testing

deposits for periods of 12, 18 and 24

languages.Bank Windhoek have joined

agents required in testing for COVID-19. An

months. Bank Windhoek would like to

other private sector partners in support of

amount of N$332,000 has been made

confirm that the return and capital are

the

available

guaranteed for the period and will not

10,000-litre water tanks to provide these

Nasopharyngeal

change over the term of the investment.

communities with much-needed access to

Engagements with the ministry of health is

They aim to stabilise investment income

clean and safe water.

ongoing as they realise that times are

on

the

interest

earned

during these uncertain times.

on

mayoral

COVID-19

relief

in

fund

to

purchase

for

testing
Swab

kits

Collection

and
kits.

uncertain
and further needs may arise.
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TEAM NAMIBIA MEMBERS NEWS
O&L GROUP ADDRESSING COVID-19

MTC

RESPONDS

IMPACT

COVID-19
Mobile

Telecommunications

TO

Company

(MTC),

have just announced an aggressive response
strategy to help fight the corona virus. The plan
will be funded with an amount of N$1 million
dollars that will be distributed to different critical
areas as per the strategy.
MTC’s chief executive officer Dr Licky Erastus
said, “Whilst we have implemented a wide range
of

precautionary

measures

to

protect

our

employees and by extension their families so that
we assure their peace of mind at work and at

The trucks of water were handed over by O&L to the fire brigade for distribution
to vulnerable ,communities.

home,

“In these unprecedented times, it is

"After all, we are all in this together!

important to stay focused and practice

Thus,

transcending actions through purpose,

support Government in its efforts to

care

contain this virus in our country, is now

and

among

discipline.

industry

Collaboration

leadership

and

government (GRN) has never been this
phenomenal”,

says

chairman and

O&L

executive

Namibia Chamber of

Commerce and Industry president, Sven
Thieme in a media statement issued on
Wednesday, 01 April 2020.
Thieme stated that the COVID-19 crisis
requires a collaborative effort by each
and every Namibian citizen, including
government, industry leaders, the public
and

private

sector

as

well

as

our

our

collective

commitment

to

more than ever imperative to secure the
future sustainability of our economy,
people and country.”

are

however

aware

that

our

only, hence why we are making available an
amount of N$1 million Namibian dollars with an
effective well-crafted strategy to assist fellow
Namibians during this difficult time".
The sharing of correct and accurate information
about

He further stated that the current status

we

responsibility cannot stop with our employees

the

corona

virus

is

of

paramount

importance. With an estimated population of over

requires

2.4 million people, MTC believe that information

drastic measures to be put in place, in

need to go out fast and MTC has therefore

support of the safety and care of the

committed to assist in information sharing by

Namibian people. In staying true to the

sending text messages to all our 2.5 million

O&L purpose, the O&L Group and its

subscribers on a weekly basis. MTC has

operating

committed

of

this

unfortunate

reality,

companies,

together

with

to

free

usage

of

its

also

emergency

stakeholders in the private and public

response application called “save my city” which

sector,

the ministry of health can use for instant news

have

joined

hands

as

a

commitment to support and strengthen

communities to actively participate in

notifications

our country’s efforts in fighting this

curbing the spread of and flattening the

corona virus. This app is interactive where users

pandemic and its impact while ensuring

curve of the virus.

the safety of our fellow Namibians.

can also report on it and we consider the app the

and

warning

signs

around

the

best means to dispel fake news around the virus.

MEATCO DONATES 25 000 CORNED MEAT TINS
corporate

legacy of its production. The Texan,

Meatco entered the canned corned beef market

citizen, has donated 25 000 tins of

Eloolo and Ranch brands, which are

in 1964 with its square-canned Texan, Eloolo and

quality corned beef to be distributed to

household

Ranch brands. These brands are sold in the

people

southern Africa, are part of Meatco’s

Namibian,

long and proud tradition.

markets.

Meatco,

as

hard

a

responsible

hit

by

the

coronavirus

disease (Covid-19) lockdown.

names

in

Namibia

and

South
Two

African

new

and

brands,

West

African

Longhorn

and

Cattleman, were introduced to grow the local and
The company handed over the beef

The

canning

operation

produces

regional markets. The corporation has invested in

donation to the regional council, which

between 11 million and 17 million cans

maintaining and possibly upgrading the canning

will ensure the parcels reach those who

of corned beef of various sizes annually

lines over the years.

need them most.

and according to specific recipes that
many have grown to love. The canned

Meatco is a meat-processing and meat-marketing

The donated beef comes from Meatco’s

products are ISO-, HACCP- and Halaal-

entity, and will continue serving the Namibian

canned beef range, which is part of the

certified.

community with premium quality products.
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SOME OF TEAM NAMIBIA MEMBERS PROFILES
WECKE AND VOIGTS

NAMIB MILLS
The Wecke & Voigts Group established itself as a leading
business in all its different divisions. With outlets in
different parts of Windhoek, the group includes Wecke &
Voigts Retail in Independence Avenue and Grove Mall of
Namibia,
Namib Mills Ltd, established in 1982, is the largest grain
processing company in Namibia. It produces flour, pasta,
animal feeds and other products from raw materials including
maize, much of which is imported, and local varieties of pearl

Superspar

Maerua,

Superspar

Grove,

Spar

Westlane, Spar Hochland, and Wecke & Voigts Wholesale.
Their product selection is done worldwide as well as locally,
as they believe in supporting the local economy.
For more information visit: http://weckevoigtsretail.com/

millet (mahangu).Namib Mills is the manufacturer of the
following leading brands in the country: Top Score (maize
meal); Pasta Polana; Bakpro Wheat Flour; Bakpro White Bread
Flour; Bakpro Brown Bread Flour; Bakpro Self Raising Flour;

KUBATA RESTAURANT

Bakpro Cake Flour; Bakpro Complete Mix; Maize Meal No 1, 10;
Namib Sun Pasta, Pasta la Vita Macaroni and Spaghetti King;
Meme Mahangu range.
For more information visit: http://www.namibmills.com/

Fluffy Mallows

Kubata Restaurant - your natural exquisite destination to a
variety of distinct Portuguese cuisine.
Fluffy Mallows is a Namibian marshmallow manufacturing business

The restaurant brings Angolan, Portuguese, Mozambiquan and

that specializes in producing handcrafted marshmallows. The

Brazilian cuisines to the heart of Namibia, Windhoek. Their

marshmallows are especially made with a lot of love and great

mission at Kubata Restaurant is to provide their clients with

attention to detail to produce insanely delicious, irresistibly airy,

something unique and different, yet simultaneously giving

smooth, edible clouds of happiness for marshmallow lovers of all

their utmost attention to quality service.Once inside, the

ages.

restaurant has an artistic architecture likening the famous
restaurants in Portugal which give you the ambience and

The decadent marshmallows currently available in five amazing

tranquility to wine and dine in a comfortable atmosphere.

flavors Vanilla & Cinnamon, Strawberry & cream, Mint & Chocolate,
Lemon and Coconut.
For more information call: +264 81 225 0771

For more information visit: http://www.kubata.com.na/
TEAM NAMIBIA NEWSLETTER JAN-JULY 2019
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15 BENEFITS OF TEAM NAMIBIA MEMBERSHIP
ONE: ASSOCIATION WITH A TEAM
NAMIBIA BRAND & USE OF
TRADEMARKED LOGO
Your association with the Team Namibia
brand would position you as an
organisation that is associated with a cause
that ultimately supports the sustainable
development of our economy. Team
Namibia members who are registered with
the member-based marketing organisation,
and who have category 1 or 2 members,
retail members or strategic partners have
the exclusive right to use the Team Namibia
logo when advertising or promoting their
businesses (after approval by Team
Namibia).

Team Namibia members or indeed nonmembers who have registered their
Namibian product/s with Team Namibia and
have paid the related fees, have the
exclusive right to use the Team Namibia
product logo when advertising or
promoting their products (after approval by
Team Namibia).
With the security of a trademarked logo,
members of Team Namibia can ensure to
distinguish their products and services from
their competitors. The trademarked logo
communicates with and captures the
attention of buyers; it conveys the message
that the Namibian product or service meets
quality, health and safety standards and that
the supplier of the service or product is local
and can be trusted to contribute to the local
Namibian economy.

TWO: ADVOCACY
Team Namibia actively engages with
stakeholders ranging from government
through to private sector organisations
across all industry sectors to raise
awareness of Namibian products and
services, and to support our local industry
and service providers.
THREE: TEAM NAMIBIA DIRECTORY

All paid-up members of Team Namibia will
be featured free of charge in Team
Namibia’s Annual Directory, which will be
distributed to key decision makers and
influencers in our economy, and will be
distributed at key targeted “outlets”. In
addition, members will be offered
favourable rates to advertise in the directory
to further increase their exposure. Team
Namibia provides member lists to publishers
of other directories; e.g. Namibia Trade
Directory and Who’s Who.

FOUR NEW MEMBER PROFILES &
CERTIFICATES
Profiles of all new members will be listed in
next Team Namibia newsletter and on social
media platforms, as well as on negotiated
third party platforms. Upon registration of
membership a certificate will be issued to
the new member. An updated certificate will
be issued every year, upon receipt of
payment of membership.
CONTENT MARKETING
FIVE: SOCIAL MEDIA/DIGITAL
MARKETING
Team Namibia is active on various social
and digital marketing platforms. These
currently include LinkedIn, Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook. We have
increasing “following and engagement” on
various platforms. Regular activity by Team
Namibia will benefit all members that are
associated with the Team Namibia brand.
Team Namibia distributes content from your
media releases directly to our audience
(organic or paid for) or curate existing
content, which also allows for third party
endorsement, on a regular basis, to relevant
audiences.

SIX: MEDIA RELEASES
Team Namibia regularly communicates with
the media. If needed, we can distribute your
media releases on a monthly basis to the
media – this includes the print media,
television and radio – including commercial
channels – in Namibia, within the region and
internationally. Team Namibia also writes its
own copy or press releases and generally
approaches its members to give comments
or quotes for Team Namibia press releases
when relevant.
SEVEN: COMPETITIONS/CONTESTS

Team Namibia regularly runs competitions –
on digital platforms and the traditional
media. Aim of the competition is
predominantly to secure greater awareness
of our members and their products and
services as well as greater engagement with
Team Namibia and what it stands for.
EIGHT: NEWSLETTER
Team Namibia produces a regular
newsletter. Recipients of the publication are
member organisations of Team Namibia and
key decision makers in both the public and
private sector. Team Namibia will publish
content received from your organisation on
a regular basis.

CALL US ON TEL. 061- 417410 OR E-MAIL US AT

NINE: SUPPLEMENTS
Team Namibia negotiates supplements in
key print media supported by affordable
advertising rates for our members. This we
intend to secure on a quarterly basis with a
focus on key local service industries. This
would create editorial opportunity for our
members.
EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS
Due to social distancing requirements
these activities will mostly take place
virtually.
TEN: TEAM TALK EVENTS:
Team Namibia hosts Team Talk events.
These events allow our members to share
their expertise and to create networks in
view of increasing value addition.
ELEVEN: ARRANGEMENT OF BUSINESS
TO BUSINESS MEETINGS:
Team Namibia will host member networking
events, such as business meetings between
members and retailers. These events allow
our manufacturers and producers to meet
with retailers and distributors.
TWELVE: INVITATION TO PUBLIC
EVENTS:
Team Namibia frequently receives
invitations from government authorities and
other organisations. These are distributed to
our members.
THiRTEEN: ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING:
All members are invited to attend Team
Namibia’s Annual General Meeting (AGM),
featuring high profile guests and keynote
speakers. Members will have the chance to
network with fellow members and be
updated about latest trends.
FOURTEEN: EXHIBITIONS:
Team Namibia is participating at several
exhibitions per year – at some Team
Namibia will have a small stand, at other
Team Namibia will be attending solely as a
visitor. Team Namibia will engage members
to become co-participants at the exhibitions:
in various ways, shared space,
product/service information for distribution
(flyers) or display of products.

RESEARCH
FIFTEEN: RESEARCH:
Team Namibia gains market intelligence
through regular surveys. These include
perceptions surveys as well as surveys to
establish key trends. Members can also seek
Team Namibia’s support with regard to
conducting surveys. Once we have received
your survey questions, we would be able to
create an online survey on your behalf and
provide you with the raw data for your own
INFO@TEAMNAMIBIA.COM
interpretation.
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